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Blakely says drugs not ‘real issue’ in recall
By Shelly Evans
Asst Msnaging Editor

After a month and a half in office and a
20-pound weight loss, San Luis Obispo
County Supervisor David Blakely said he
remains ambivalent about his decision to
disclose his past drug use.
“ I would have had to do something,”
Blakely said. ” 1 felt during that time, that
the truth is the best thing. If 1 could get
that out, 1 was hoping that people would
understand. Some people have and some
people haven’t.”
A
On Dec. 24, the d a y j^ f te r the
Telegram-Tribune printed a ^mory about
his alleged drug use, Blakely ^|idmitted to
experimentally using cocaine,^ marijuana
and psychedelic mushrooms w 10 years.
He beat incumbent Carl Hysen In the fifth
district race for supervisor last November
and was sworn into office Jaa. 3 among
boos and heckling from the :^<rowd who
came to voice opposition against
ony are
Some who attended the
now members of an infi
I group
he thinks
pushing for a recall. Blakely
n-backed.
the group is comprised of

*I’ve never been one of those
people who gets on in my life
and says **Hey, I wish I would
have done something different*
ly.** You have to take some
risks ... I did.*
— David Blakely
pro-growth advocates.
"Carl Hysen is not involved in this
group at all,” Blakely said, "but many of
the people who were active in those groups
(those who opposed his swearing in) were
supporters of his during the campaign.”
Blakely contends the recall supporters
are avoiding the issues of growth, water
and Diablo Canyon to focus on the drug
issue.
"Drugs are an important issue,” he said,
"but 1 don’t think drugs is really the issue
of the recall. I think it's politics. I think
the drug issue is going to be used as a club
to beat me. The real issues haven’t chang

ed.”
Blakely said he is gearing up for the full
force of the recall when signature-gather
ing efforts start in March.
"A day doesn’t go by when somebody
doesn’t come up to me and shake my hand
and say, ‘Hang in there,’ ” he said, "But
I’m not looking at that and assuming
there are no hurt feelings out there.”
Many people who run for public office
are not the most qualified, Blakely said.
Many qualified people who have "experi
enced life,” will not run for fear of having
past incidents exposed, he said.
" I ’ve never been one of those people who
gets on in my life and says, ‘Hey, I wish 1
would have done something differently,’ ”
he said. "You have to take some risks ... I
did. Life becomes pretty dull if you don’t.”
After Blakely took office. Board Chair
man Jim Johnson said Blakely’s drug his
tory could create some problems for the
board in terms of deliberations on legal
issues.
Blakely said, as of yet, the drug issue
has not produced any conflict between he
and the other four supervisors.
Sec BLAKELY, bMk page

David Blakely

IRA hike loses;
athletics, music
may face cuts
By Cass CaulHeld
Staff w m ar

DAV E AAOANfM ualang DaHy

Assault and battery

A Mustang ballar praparaa to sadng In Sunday’s 164)
damollshing of Cal Stata Hayward. Winning pHcfiar Orag Paxton
taamod with rollovor Scott Mollahan to throw tha ona-Mttar
shutout. For mora datalla, aaa paga 9.

Attorneys volunteer time for defense
A lle g e d a tta c k e rs ta k e to c iv il c o u r t a g a in st C o lo , ra p e v ic tim s
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) — Boulder
District Attorney Alex Hunter says
there has been no lack of volunteers
since he asked attorneys to dohate their
time to defend rape victims suad by the
men who allegedly attacked them.
"We have already had two cases in
the last several months in which the
suspects have instituted civil suits
against the victim,” he said. "1 can’t
remember another situation like this
involving rape victims in the 16 years I
have been district attorney.”
Local rape crisis officials say the
lawsuits against victims will deter even
more women from reporting sex crimes.
Such lawsuits, which also have been
filed elsewhere, usually stem from rape
cases in which the people involved
either were dating or were acquainted,
officials say.
In one of the two Boulder cases.
University of Colorado football player
George Massucco filed a slander suit
against a CU student after he was
charged
with
first-degree sexual
assault.
His attorney, Patrick Butler, said his

client only kissed the woman. He said
Massucco "is not going to sit idly by
and let this happen.” Massucco alleges
the woman made "wrongful, careless
and
negligent
allegations”
that
humiliated him.
In the other case, a woman filed a
lawsuit against her alleged attacker
after prosecutors refused to file
criminal charges. The man filed a
countersuit after the woman refused to
sign a statement absolving him of guilt.
Dan Caplis, an attorney for that 18year-old man, said his client didn’t
want to sue, but felt he had no other
way to clear his name. The man accuses
the woman of abuse of process,
malicious prosecution and outrageous
conduct.
"You have to take these cases in
dividually,” Caplis said. "My client is
not guilty. I understand the concern of
the rape crisis personnel, and I share
that. I might even volunteer to help on
some of the cases myself. But you have
to consider it case by case.”
Laura Sharpe, a counselor for the
Rape Crisis Center in Boulder, said

there is a concern that a legal precedent
might be set if one of the women loses
her case. She said the fact that at
torneys are willing to volunteer their
time to defend such cases will help per
suade women to come forward.
"I think the fact that attorneys are
volunteering their time sends a
message that they believe in the victim.
There is always the possibility they
could lose the case, but having someone
standing by your side is a powerful
statement,” she said.
Nancy Biele, president of the Na
tional
Coalition
Against
Sexual
Assaults in Minneapolis, said of the
trend to lawsuits that many pro
secutors are unwilling to take on date
rape cases unless they have a good
chance of winning.
"Some are poor cases and need to be
turned down, some of them are so awful
it would be unethical to file charges,
but others could be prosecuted and
they simply won’t take them, because
they’re not sure of winning,” she said.
Michael Enwall, a former Boulder
District Court judge, has offered his
Sec RAPE, back page

The Instructionally Related Activities Board
(IRA) voted Friday not to pursue a fee increase
this year which could mean that certain campus
groups will not receive funding for the 1989-90
school year.
Following a narrow vote, the board decided not
to have a specific dollar increase put on the spring
ballot for student approval and are considering
other options to deal with the rising costs
associated with funding these groups.
The rationale offered by the board for not ap
proving a fee increase was that students are al
ready facing stale university fee hikes this year,
and it is possible that an additional fee increase
would not be approved by the student body.
The board is also investigating the idea of index
ing, which would tie the fee increase to the rate of
inflation, and therefore the fee would rise slightly
each year relative to the rate of inflation, said Sean
Tuiie, ASl Controller and chair of the IRA board.
Indexing would add more stability to the IRA
budget and would alleviate the need to implement
increases every few years to solve its financial
problems, he said.
"Indexing would alleviate the boom-bust cycle,
where IRA is rich for a few years and then inflation
catches up and IRA is in the whole again, until we
can get another fee increase,” said Tuite.
However, this procedure for increasing fees has
never been attempted before, and it must first be
approved by the Chancellor’s Office. The idea was
proposed to the office last year, but as of yet, there
has not been a definite response, said Tuite.
According to Aricle Four of the California
Education Code, instructionally related activities
are "those activities and laboratory experiences
which are at least partially sponsored by an aca
demic discipline or department ... and which are
integrally related to its formal instructional offer
ings.”
Sec IRA, back page

In sid e
Docs Cal Poly’s Women’s Week
celebrate only those women who arc
acceptable, privileged and don’t
cause trouble? An essay by two Cal
Poly English professors examines
this issue.
^
^
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Do you think there should
be condom dispensers in
campus restrooms, and why?
“ Yes, because it’s Just foolish not to. I
mean, the other side of the argument is
that you’re promoting sexual activity or
something, but that’s Just foolish — if
people are doing it, they’re doing it. You
might as well make it easy for them to get
condoms ... ”
— Mia Hoglund

“ Sure. It’s up to each student to decide
his own morals, and either way he chooses,
the school shouldn’t limit his options. So,
for convenience, sure.”
—Todd Spiegel

"Y es. because I
practice safe sex.”

think it’s important to

— Stefanie Mauel

"Y es I do. ... I think people have a hard
lime buying them In stores and on cam*
pus, it’s Just easier access to gel to them.”
— Mimi Phene

" Y e s. People might need them. I mean,
they sell them at the Health Center al
ready, so it wouldn’t be any different, it
would Just be closer.”
— Dave Sunga

BLOOM COUNTY

Win a woman with chocoiate
"Oh whistle, and I’ll come to ye, my lad.”
— Robert Burns
Had Robert Burns truly known women, he would
have finished the line, "Bring chocolate, and I’ll
throw my body at your feet,”
In an era of two-career couples, safe sex and the
rising price of movie tickets, chocolate is the
easiest way to win a woman this Valentine’s Day.
While many of us demurely decline after dinner
drinks, we scrap our scruples for tins of truffles.
Good men are hard to find. Mediocre men bear
ing gifts of chocolate are close enough.
Or perhaps mediocrity is merely masked by the
chemical phenyethylamine. Scientists say this
chemical resembles that produced in the brains of
men and women in love. Phenylethylamine approx
imates the sweating palms, racing heart and
three-feet-off-the-ground feeling of love.
Some scientists, however, argue that chocolate is
a poor substitute for love. They say we reach for
chocolate to soothe our loneliness. But those of us
truly addicted know that love is simply a poor
substitute for chocolate. We sometimes reach for a
man when we really want a Snickers.
Sandra Boynton, of greeting card fame, defined
us as the Chocolate Elite. We "like” chocolate, as
in “ We like to breathe.”
Though we may simper about calories, we don’t
worry about dieting while on a chocolate binge. We
simply cut out lesser foods such as meat, potatoes
and vegetables. Food combining? Ah yes. As in
chocolate and coconut, chocolate and hazelnuts,
chocolate and mint ...
Valentine’s Day is the one day of the year
women can expect to receive chocolates. Unfortu
nately, they are often the icky pink-centered ones
that must be dissected before eaten.
The chocolates that don’t make it past the

Reporter’s
Notebook
By
Tara Giambalvo

thumb-in-the-center test remain in the velvet
heart-shaped box to petrify with the plastic flower
on the lid.
We are not ungrateful. But if the men are
mediocre, the chocolates must be choice.
Women lucky enough to find great men pres
enting Godiva’s finest should beware. Those of us
who rely on Daddy to send our Valentine’s Day

We are not ungrateful. But if the
men are mediocre, the chocolates
must be choice.

chocolates are ever watchful for missteps.
When the glow of the third bag of Hershey’s
kisses wears off, we will come searching for the
melt-at-the-knees-not-in-the-mouth variety.
We are women of the ’80s. We want it all — Mr.
Right and Mr. Goodbar.

Letters to the Editor
Share your love
with less lucky

And remember that the lonely
and the lover are only a moment
apart —- and vice-versa. May the
joy that is love bless us all, and
not only a lucky few.

— M ark
G e rz o n ,
“ The
Postfeminist Hero,” an excerpt
from Beyond Sex Roles by Alice
G. Sargent

Editor — On this day of love,
this day of the celebration of
life’s highest reward, I ask a
favor from those of you who have
love: remember those who are
alone, those who are not as for
tunate as you are.
We do not all have loves in our
lives at this time. We don’t have
a warm hand to hold, a lover to
dream w ith, or even the
reassurance of the knowledge
that someone cares. We can’t
simply say "I would like to sec
you tonight” and our loneliness
becomes a thing of the past. We
can’t even be assured of the fact
that there is something precious
within us. something that some
one will love.
We are alone, as all of us have
been at one time or another.
And so I ask, remember the
lonely ones. It isn’t so hard to
smile at a person who needs the
simple satisfaction of knowing
that someone cares even that
much. Give a kind word or a
moment of your time. Be a friend
to someone who needs it, if only
for a while.
Give your love not selfishly on
ly to your lover, but give also
lesser loves to these that you call
friends or even acquaintances, all
these people who need it far more
than you might recall.

Dave Cox
Alone

Sean Flanagan
Aimee Tomezak
Applied Art and Design

by Berke Breathed
"23a

The meaning of
Women’s Week
Editor — We would like to share
a thought-provoking quote that
may give everyone insight as to
what we feel Women’s Week is
about:
"The women’s movement has
been a fundamentally healthy,
reinvigorating cultural move
ment that has had far-reaching
impact in both private and public
life.
Now is the time for men to join
whole-heartedly in this explora
tion of gender images. We may
choose to do so to improve our
family relationships; to lower
stress and maintain our health;
to work more effectively with
women colleagues; to re-examine
our political assumptions; or for
scores of other reasons. But
whatever our motivation, let us
do so positively — not in defen
sive reaction to women, or the
women’s movement, but in a
spirit of adventure.”

The following editor’s note was
inadvertently left off of a letter
by "John Donne” which ap
peared in the Mustang Daily on
Monday, Feb. 12.
Esteemed Mr. Donne,
Please accept a most sincere
apology from the editors of
Mustang Daily for incorrectly
attributing the "for whom the
bell tolls” quote on the “ Clock
Tower in Chime Condition”
story.
We called Cal Poly’s reference
library to confirm the author of
this quote and were told that it
was from Shakespeare. The
reference library will receive a
copy of your letter.
— Mustang Daily editorial staff
Letters Policy — Letters to the
editor should he no longer than
300 words typed or legibly writ
ten, and include the writer *s
name, phone number, and major/
title. Submit letters to the Graph
ic Arts Building room 226, in the
box marked "Letters to the
Editor. ”
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Excluded from Women’s Week
By
Peggy Lant & Angie Estes

Hello Olile
By Stewart McKenzie
The Oliver North trial will go ahead...for now.
According to the Sunday San Francisco Examiner-Chronicle,
the Chief Justice ordered another delay in the start of the trial,
but both the prosecution and the defense agreed to let the trial go
ahead.
This came as a surprise to me as I sat on a couch in my Early
American Style apartment, munching on Nilla Wafers while
Oliver North darted reporters on TV.
I mean, here’s a case in which the current and former Presi
dents are probably involved, not to mention a whole slew of im
portant bureaucrats ... a scandal nearly as big as Watergate, and
it’s actually going to go to trial? Could it be bigger than Baby M?
From a romantic side of things, having retired Lt. Col. Oliver
North at the center of things is like the white filling inside a
Ding-Dong. He’s an upstanding, good-looking guy — voted Most
Earnest. In a case that involves the sale of arms to Iran and the
diversion of the profits to a Swiss bank account and the
Nicaraguan contras, having a guy with the aw-shucks looks of a
young Jimmy Stewart certainly makes it difficult to point the
finger at him.
And with a nationwide television audience deprived of their
soap operas last year, there was Ollie. CMlie, in his bright cheery
smile, unwavering voice, and smart military outfit, going off and
challenging those evil muckrackers in Congress: I did my duty!
I’m a good American!
You have to admire the man. He’s got a wife with his same
kind of Pop-n-Fresh Dough attitude. He goes around on speaking
tours to pick up a little bread for his defense fund. He looks great
on TV. He used to have a secretary named Fawn Hail, and
chances are good she may have typed and filed on occasion. This
is America, folks. The work has to get done once in a while.
But will that bubble be burst? Will America get to see Ollie
stripped of the facade of merely being “ a good American” and go
on to the bigger issue of ethics? Or will the whole thing be side
stepped because of “ classified” information that can’t be told? Or
will everybody receive a pardon? Will ALF ever be cancelled? So
close, yet so far.
But for now the trial’s still on. Everyone will get their day in
court and at least hear part of the truth. And smilin’ Ollie will
defend himself against theft of government property, wire fraud,
destroying and removing documents, embezzlement, and the rest
of the 16-count indictment.
Everyone sing in unison: Well, hel-loooo Ollie. It’s so nice to see
you back where you belong. / feel the room swaying, from the deals
yo u ’re making; you’re still shredding, you’re still betting yo u ’ll be
out o f jail.
Stewart McKenzie is a Junior journalism major and department
whipping boy.

Quote of the Week
**The level of civilization of a people can be
Judged by the social position of its women.**
— Domingo Faustino Sarm iento, 19th century
Argentine statesm an

Each February, we at Cal Poly are pulled out of
our midwinter slump by the prospect of Women’s
Week. Willi Coleman and the women who work
with her — without recompense and without suffi
cient resources — never fail to delight and educate,
to fill us with wonder at the accomplishments of
women we have never heard of, women we know
but have overlooked, women on our own campus,
women — we can’t help but think — we should
have known about before.
This year, as we prepared to open our schedule of
Women’s Week events, we looked forward eagerly
to what we would find within the covers of the
pamphlet that promised so much. But we were
saddened by what we read there. We felt cheated,
we felt angry, we felt hurt. We felt that there was
something very wrong with Women’s Week, its
laudable goals notwithstanding. There was some
thing so deeply disturbing about what we
discovered to be the content of Women’s Week
that we decided to break our silence about this
problem and confront the issue openly, despite the
fact that we sincerely appreciate Women’s Week
and honor the efforts made by the women who
have worked so hard to organize this special event.
Women’s Week has become elitist and exclu
sionary, a forum from which the privileged citizens
of San Luis Obispo may voice their legitimate con
cerns but a forum from which the voices of our less
privileged sisters have been cruelly barred. The
Women’s Week schedule of events makes clear the
priorities of its organizers, and those priorities
allow no place for the silent, the marginalized, the
disenfranchised, the unacceptable. While scheduled
events include acceptable middle-class topics such
as financial investments and creative heterosexual
couples, no events touch more volatile and less
popular issues such as the feminist commitment to
combatting medical discrimination against AIDS
patients, the feminist concern with animal rights,
the feminist need to deal with the oppressions of
the poor, the differently abled, the gay. Where are
sessions on working class women, which sessions
deal with the fact that women face poverty in in
creasing and appalling numbers, which sessions
allow that not all people are heterosexual, which
sessions — in this conference on creativity — con
cern the struggles of the lesbian artist? Where are
the sessions on women in prison, women in mental
hospitals?
The organizers of Women’s Week may argue
that no session plans were submitted proposing to
deal with these issues, but all women must take

the responsibility to speak for or listen to those
women who cannot as yet speak assertively for
themselves. When we ignore the rights of women
who remain silent out of fear of persecution or re
jection, who remain silent out of an inability to
express their own oppression, who remain silent
out of prejudice of any kind, we do not further the
cause of any woman. As long as one woman re
mains unspoken for, silent, we have failed.
Women’s Week has failed.
In a moving discussion of racism and violence
against women, feminist socialist Angela Davis
makes the point that all forms of oppression are
connected: “ Sexual violence often flows directly
from official policy ... rape bears a direct relation
ship to all of the existing power structures in a
given society. This relationship is not a simple
mechanical one, but rather involves complex
structures reflecting the complex intercon
nectedness or race, gender and class oppression.”
Davis’ point is that as long as oppression exists in
any area of our society, it exists everywhere. We
cannot simply focus upon our own oppressions; we
must broaden our vision to include the worlds and
experiences of those — both male and female, both
animal and human — who do not enjoy the power
of speaking, who are so deeply abused that they
cannot speak. Poet Audre Lorde admonishes us to
overcome our fear of what is different from us —
and it is, we believe, only fear that so compromises
the goals of Women’s Week — in order to motivate
ourselves to moral, political action: “ I urge each
one of us to reach down into that deep place of
knowledge inside herself and touch that terror and
loathing of any difference that lives there.”
We are deeply concerned mat Women’s Week
has become Some Women’s Week, that it speaks
only for those who are acceptable, who are
privileged, who do not cause trouble or dissension.
Women’s Week must speak for us all. especially for
those of us who cannot speak for ourselves. Sadly,
this problem is not a new one. Nearly one hundred
years ago, a Black American poet penned what she
called “ An Appeal to My Countrywomen,”
pleading for much the same commitment we are
asking of the women of Cal Poly and San Luis
Obispo. In this appeal, Frances Harper wrote:
“ Have ye not, oh my favored sisters,/Just a plea, a
prayer or a tear,/For mothers who dwell ’neath the
shadows/Of agony, hatred and fear?” Like Harper,
we ask you to make the liberation of all women, all
humans, a//creatures your goal.
Peggy Lant and Angie Estes are professors in the
English department.

One woman’s perspective
aged daughter is echoing back
the importance of options to me
and asking why I have not taken
advantage of the chance to finish
I First remember the women’s college.
movement in the mid-*60s, when
Again, after 20 years of being
I was in my early 20s. As I see it, tucked away, it occurred to me
there were several ways to look that what I wanted to be was a
at this* important time. First, you pastor, but I never felt that door
were outspoken, ready to take a was open to me. My dad was a
stand, and critical of those who pastor and when my older
couldn’t or wouldn’t stand as brother chose the pastorate for
Firm on any issue concerning his vocation, his logic was
women. Secondly, you stood in understood and accepted. For
the middle, stimulated by the me, years of confusion over why
words and actions of the most I stopped in mid-track in pursuit
bold, nodding uh-huh, and feeling of this aspiration Finally came to
pretty positive about those light.
unafraid to take a stand — glad
Passive people, though sen
that there were those brave sitive to others’ dreams and
enough to expose your feelings. desires, often need a kick in the
Or, thirdly, you denounced all butt to seize their own dreams.
those militant feminists for mak Interestingly enough, it has not
ing the rest of the women look been other women who have been
like raving maniacs.
most influential in helping me
After 20 years, I confess, I discover my potential, but the
meekly stood at the door of the men in my life. I identified with
second position. Like many of their strengths and power and
the Vietnam veterans, it’s taken drew much of my energy from
me all these years to admit them. There were also almost no
publicly something that has been women pastors to pattern myself
a reality for me. An unacceptable after.
My desire to enter the
reality for many.
It was hard to “ rock the boat” pastorate was a deeper passion
coming from my background. We than I had ever realized and 1
were encouraged to be more never had the heart to put any
passive about some of our pas thing in its place.
sions, not to embarrass our fami
As women, many of us have
lies, and mostly, not to be too been conditioned to be nurturing
presumptuous about our place in and sensitive, but it’s not always
been with other women that we
life.
That accepting attitude af have shared these qualities. It’s
fected my life in other ways. been with our husbands and
Even though I now work in an children. It is for this reason that
academic setting, the thought of I believe women need to play a
Finishing college just never ap more important part in each
pealed to me. Now my college- other’s lives.

By
Marilyn Tackitt

Looking back, because I would
never have chosen any profession
that so completely drained my
time from my children, I
discovered that perhaps I would
never have actually pursued the
full-time pastorate. I was and
still am committed to the
primary responsibility of raising
our children — a time 1 am un
willing to sacriFice for anything
else.
The thought, however, of my
18-year-old daughter not being
able to pursue her life dreams is
appalling and distasteful to me.
We owe it to one another to
help each other discover our pas
sions and talents (at any age) and
then go about living that power
in our lives. Passing on this
power doesn’t stop with my
daughter — I encourage my son
to identify his deepest desires
and carry them out as well.
Perhaps my daughter’s ques
tions and other such challenging
comments have truly awakened
me to the reasons I stay so in
volved in parish life. I can still
choose to pursue a full-time
pastorate. But in the meantime, I
feel at peace about the years of
doubt and confusion in regards
to my own place on this earth.
In any aspiration it is impor
tant to be surrounded by people
who believe in you and with you.
That is a strength of my life — a
husband and children who feel
very positive about my potential,
whatever form it takes.
Marilyn Tackitt works fo r Foun
dation Purchasing and is a wor
ship assistant and teacher at Mt.
Carmel Lutheran Church.
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Get Benedict in bed on Valentine’s Day
Eggs for breakfast; perfect for morning protein boost
By Stephen Carson
Mystery CooK

Who’s breakfast is this any
way?
Sunday breakfast for the folks,
for your still-sleeping roommate
or lover, or just something to
cure that hunger due to a
strenuous night of lounging.
Well, I’m sure that we can whip
something up.
Breakfast and eggs just seem
to go together, don’t they? Eggs
are a perfect protein food, and
two eggs for breakfast provide
gobs of protein, vitamins and
minerals. Of course, eggs also
contain lots of cholesterol.
Cholesterol levels in your body
are something that you can get
checked out — if you have a low
level there is no reason to worry,
but the health tip for the day is
go to the doctor and get it
checked.
One of my favorite dishes is
eggs benedict. Benedict is one
egg topped with ham, on a muffìn, with hollandaise sauce. I’ve
seen benedict with avocados, dif

WEILWOmH
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ferent kinds of meats and all
sorts of other goodies, so don’t
let the traditional limit your ex
perimentations.
Hollandaise is referred to by
Julia Childs as the queen of
sauces — and as well it should,
for it is one of the richest. Here
are the ingredients:
•three egg yolks
•two sticks warm butter
•one lemon
•pinch of white pepper
Start with a heavy-bottomed
sauce pan. Place the yolks and a
squeeze of the lemon in the pan.
Stir the ingredients with a whisk
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constantly over warm or low
heat. Watch carefully because
when the egg yolks start to
steam, it is time to pull them off
the heat and start adding the
butter. Add the butter 1/2 table
spoon at a time stirring con
stantly. as soon as one piece has
melted add another. You can go
from heat to off heat to keep the
sauce warm, although this should
not be neccesary if your pan is
nice and heavy. When the sauce
has taken all the butter, add the
white pepper and set aside in a
warm place.
The rest of the benedict is
easy. Toast a muffin, warm up a
couple of slices of ham, and
poach an egg. Poaching is easy —
start with about two inches of
water in a sauce pan, add a ta
blespoon of vinegar, then wait
for the water to come to the
point where small bubbles rise
but don’t break the surface.
Carefully crack your eggs near
the surface of the water and cook
to the desired firmness. Put the
eggs on top of the ham and top
with hollandaise.
Now of course I wasn’t going
to eat this without a few car
bohydrates from potatoes. While
all the above is going on. I’ll be
m icrow aving a couple of
potatoes. When the potatoes are
done chop them up, and then in a
pan with green pepper, onion, oil
and a little garlic, saute these
until they are brown and tastylooking, then eat.
Happy breakfast and have a
nice week.

SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS
You want a career where the sky is your limit
and you are in control.
Become an Air Traffic Control Specialist...
You’ll take off for career heights never before
imagined.
You’ll have a career with a tomorrow because
today’s aviation world is constantly expanding.
Enjoy a career with salaries up to $60K-plus,
generous vacation, and excellent retirement.
A college degree in any major, work
experience, or a combination of college and
work will qualify.

PIZZA BY TH E SLICE

Send your name and address on a postcard for
an application and more information to:

Cheese
w/ToppIng

$1.00
$1.25

Federal Aviation Administration
Dept: AP6
P.O. Box 26650
Oklahoma City, OK 73126

O PEN 10 a m -1 1 pm
MON-FRI

An Equal Opportunfey Emptoyer

HMNI )MH

Discover T o d a /s FAA

///

XAUPH b a k s h : riL \:

VICARDS
Ralph Bahaki orchestrates the
struggle between Avatar, the
good wizard, and his evil twin,
Blackwolf.

M■H>MW
VMI

ONE DOLLAR COUPON

GOOD TOWARDS
PURCHASE OF...

ElGDrral
Bookstoie
picture frames by
Intercraft and Gemline

d r e a m s c a p f

G rap h ics S p e c ia liz e s in
S tu d e n t G rap h ic N e e d s !
• Risum ds
• Placement C enter
Interview Forms
• Mac*-^IBM Software/
Disk Conversions
• Senior Project Formatting/Printing
• Graphs 8c Charts for
Class Presentations
• Club Shirts 6c Graphics

JS

all INTERCRAFT
and GEMLINE
picture frames
Offer valid only with coupon
Expires: Feb 18, 1989

Available in the
ß u p p ly Department

:

California Polytechnic State University
^

• •
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North’s defense threatened

Bush’s budget unveiled,
deficit soars past limit
WASHINGTON (AP) — The unveiling of President Bush’s
1990 spending plan focuses the budget spotlight on the coming
fiscal year — just as the deficit figures for this year are getting
more and more embarrassing.
The imbalance is not only spreading like a wet blot of red ink
on a piece of paper. But once again — as has happened every year
since the Gramm-Rudman balanced budget law was passed in
1985 — the actual deficit is going to be far higher than the deficit
ceiling the legislation sets.
The budget Bush presented to Congress for fiscal 1990 last
Thursday revealed that the administration now expects the 1989
deficit to be $170.2 billion.
Less than four months ago, the outgoing Reagan administra
tion forecast that the imbalance would be $145.5 billion — $500
million below the $146 billion target set in the Gramm-Rudman
law.
‘‘It’s a co-conspiracy between Congress and the administra
tion,” says Rudolph G. Penner, former director of the Congres
sional Budget Office. ‘‘And it’s hard to think of any other word
to describe it than dishonest.”
Penner, now a senior fellow at The Urban Institute in
Washington, was referring to the process set in law that is
designed to force Congress and the White House to reduce the
federal deficit.
Every year, the smoke clears in the fall or winter to reveal an
agreement in which the projected red ink falls just within the
deficit target. And the awesome hammer of the law — forced
spending cuts on domestic and defense programs, totaling
billions of dollars — is avoided.
But the key word here is “ projected.” The Gramm-Rudman law
is a process that deals with the projected deficit for the coming
year, setting declining ceilings for each year until the budget is
supposed to be balanced in 1993.

"Love Carefully” on Valentines Day
. . . and everyday.

W ASHINGTON
(A P)
—
Lawyers for Oliver North said in
a court filing released today that
they would be unable to defend
him adequately under a proposed
agreement to control the use of
classified material North wants
to use in his defense.
The proposed agreem ent
“ would guarantee a ‘cuckooclock’ trial that would make a
mockery of the adversarial pro
cess,” said N orth’s lawyer,
Brendan Sullivan. He said that
without the information he wants
to present, “ we cannot adequate
ly defend this case.”

counsel Lawrence Walsh, who is
prosecuting North, and the
Justice Department, which fears
that North will spill classified
material at his trial damaging to
national security at his trial.
The proposed order would “ gut
the defense” by barring North
from using “ critical information
about the Reagan administra
tion’s third-country arrange
ments for military support of the
(Nicaraguan) Resistance and the
official non-disclosure of those
arrangements,” said the filing by
Sullivan.
In referring to a “ cuckooclock” trial, Sullivan was quoting
the judge in the Iran-Contra
case, U .S. D istrict Judge

The agreement was worked out
between the office of independent

Gerhard A. Gesell. Gesell has
made it clear that the gov
ernment’s proposed order would
have nine categories of classified
information that should not be
revealed at trial before pro
secutors have had an opportuni
ty to contest its relevance.
They include information iden
tifying undercover CIA officers,
the locations of CIA stations,
identities of foreign individuals
who work for the CIA and details
about CIA operations with
foreign intelligence services.
Gesell today sent the jury
home and scheduled a hearing for
Tuesday on a proposed agree
ment for additional national se
curity safeguards that could
allow the case to go forward.

New anti-terrorism plan urged in Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fed
eral authorities should expand
to u g h new a n ti- te r r o r is m
measures to cover foreign air
carriers with landing rights in
the United States, says the
chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee.
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Tcxas,
said in a letter to Transportation
Secretary Samuel K. Skinner
released S atu rd ay he was
“ dismayed” that emergency se-

curity precautions taken after
the holiday bombing of Pan Am
Flight 103 apply only to
domestic carriers with interna
tional flights.
“ 1 do not think it requires a
quantum leap in logic to conclude
that as it becomes more difficult
to penetrate the security of U.S.
flag carriers because of their su
perior security systems, the ter
rorist threat may well shift to
foreign air carriers which carry a

large number of American
passengers,” Bentsen said.
About half of Americans
traveling abroad fly on foreign
carriers, he said.
The Federal Aviation Ad
ministration in late December
announced tightened security
procedures by U.S. air carriers at
103 airports in the Middle East
and Western Europe, including
X-ray or physical inspection of
all checked baggage.

For a healthier, happier
relationship.
Planned Parenthood
offers affordable
reproductive health care
for both men and women.
All services confidential.

Call 549-9446
Planned Parenthood

177 Santa Rosa
San Luis Obispo
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W AVES
Acusón is n u kin g n a tin g waves in the ultrasound industry. W e u tilize Com 
puted Sonography, which enables m edical professionals to literally see inside
the hum an body. The image is form ed on a hybrid a n a lo g /d ig ita l com puter
under softw are control, providing the highest resolution, most precise medical
im aging ever.
O u r waves are creating just as much enatem ent in Silicon V alley. Acuson's
record grow th, p ro fitab ility and team approach make us the ideal environm ent
for talented BS and M S graduater. in EE, EL, CS or ETM P. If you're looking for a
com pany on the move, p in us at Acusón.

9(iss J 'o u r Szuee tie
in
fïà

We'll be on campus to talk about opportunities for:
•
•
•
•
•

Test Diagnostic Engineers
M anufacturing Engineers
Software Test Engineers
Analog Test/Design Engineers
Digital Design Engineers

ON-CAMPUS
Presentation/Dcmonstration
Wednesday - March 1,1989 at 7 p.m.
The Staff Dining Hall, Room C

on V aC entine's (D a y . . .

k

Interviews
Thursday - March 2,1989
Placement Center

Plttue call your Placemmt Center to schedule an interview. Our address is Acusón, 1220
Charleston Road, P.O. Box 7393, Mountain View, CA 94039-7393. We are an equal
opportunity employer.

a n d y o u 'll re ceiv e a F R E E sin g le co n e o r
R e g u la r cu p o f
c o ffe e w h en you
p u rc h a se o n e.
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Randall- Tahnks for being my
Valentinei I love you. Karin

BILLY O

I'd Cruise with you anywhere.
You will always be my valentine.
I Love You
Heidi
B N G R F N L LUV C,
Hollo, who is this?This is Frank
Belingheri Oh yea I remember. You
can't )ust do that,
ya know. Watch
me. Baby, can I hold you tonight?
HVD! Love Always, your Boss

To

-VIKKII THINK I MIGHT
BE CR.rZY
ABOUT YOU!
THE DOCTOR'

You Don't Know Me'Bi'it
Love, Oscar

I

HEY GOOBER I LOVE YOU,ANDY OFC.

ri

ve You!

143PRB

BY THIS SHALL ALL MEN KNOW
THAT YE ARE MY DISCIPLES IF YE
HAVE LOVE ONE TO ANOTHER
I LOVE YOU JOHN BERRY, BETH

Happy head and chocolate candy
Day.
& Dad I LOVE YOU!
Happy 21st WaN LOVE YOU TOO!
gidie & little sis

4 YEARS AGO I GAVE YOU A ROSE;
You took along with it mv head
The rose may be gone, but I still
know where my head is.
I LOVE YOU MOLLY!
HAPPY VALENTWES DAY!

My T.T: Love you more today than
yesterday & more tomorrow than
today. 8oown,26 to go. Love C-

LELISA WOLTERS: You are very
special to me, I wish you were
here to be with me. I say things
do.
that make you cry. and when 1 c
I wonder why? After it is said
and done, my Love for you still
f! Rich
Vincent
goes on!....................
LOVE YOU!
I

DAVE WOODARD
Happy Valentines Day! Doni
forget about Mickey and Minnie!
See ya Soon!

To All Swimmers:
Roses are red.
White is the snow
Wie're on our way in March,
to S U.N.Y BuffalolllLet's DOIT!!
MIKE, Wie Ht up the room on the
Formal dance floors;
If not for Big Sis and Sneaks,
I wouldnl have had a MOST
ENJOYABLE past 2 weeks!
I hope we dance through many more
BE MY VALENTINE?! LOVE, LISA
RICHARD
LOVE’S KEEPNG ITS FIRST, LAST
EVERLASTWG DAY. 1988 IS PROOF
I STILL SMELL ROSES.
-LOVE MLNLA

— •KEENA*
Thanks for being such a great
friend! Happy •V-Day!
■ ■ ! Mui
Munch

CWDY THEY MAY CALL YOU
HOT WHEELS BUT YOU W LL ALWAYS
BE MY HBB l o v e CHARLIE

KIMMIE
Happy Valentine's Day
& Anniversary
I LUV U BUNCHES-Johnnie
Christopher like the day is
not complete without nite I am
not complete without you*
happy Valentine's Day
I Luv You KT

ERIC,
WILL U BE MY VAL
ENTINE?
LOVE ALWAYS AND FOREVER YOUR

PRINCESS
LISA PARSONSKavm was doing an as for
Michelle Not to be outdone.
I did one too HAPPY V-DAY!
Love, Bruce
PRi4CESS. REMEMBER:
ALWAYS SQUISH YOUR SQUASH M
HOT AND C O LO III LOVE. PUMPKM
Happy Valentines Day Erik
Luv Shall

i-.

honey bunny(rabbit) u r my 1&only!
lets stay 2gether&never b lonely.
hea?haha el mundo sin fin? I hope.

A P R l.A N N A .A L IS O N .A M B E R .D /!^.
OONNA.SHELLY.COLEEN.NICOLE.KIM.
TRACYDANI.KATHYTARA.LISA.LISA.
LYSA.KATIE.MARISA.HOPEMICHELLE
SANDY.JACKIE.PEGQY & MAOOLYN .AN
AAilAZWG B U N C H """"
LOVE YOU A U ,
AJ

o

MIKEY DUDE! I'M STOKED THAT
WE RE BUDS' LUV YA' ALI

MY SURFER DUDE MIKE H
YCXJ'RE SOMEBUNNY SPECIAL!
HAPPY V-DAY DEAR!
I LOVE YOU. LORIE
Anyone for Tsddy Grahams and a
Shot‘S There's nothing better than
what we've go Happy Valentines
Day. Kath A Laura I LOVE YOU! Las

MMF-

't

U .Q S
U GIRLS SPARKLE
LOVE. AJ

ifBryan Russell. You Warm My Head
••• Thank you! Love. Laune *•*

KAREN T IG E R ’

You make my head pound from 250
mAas away! f LOVE YOU, DREW

Jennifer Taykx-Have a great
Valentine's Day John Foster

MICHELLE
TODHUNTER

Hor^Bunny

o

JENNIFER
LYNNE-I
LOVE YOU
TAKE ME
BACK-JNJ

You're my dream oome true.
Being with you is never long
enough! Will you be my valentine?
Love, TCF

TO THE DUNG BOYS
W LL YOU BE OURS?
LOVE.
KATIE A KRISTEN

SARAH BEAR. I MISS YOU! BE MINE
ON OUR 4TH V A LE N TIE ! LOVE RYE

be my lunchmaat you lavish
luecious thing These past few
romanoe-fMed weeks have been
subkrrie Thank you lor being my
fnend and my woman Ybu're the
best' AN my love- red.

I LOVE YC
The Beans

DUBIE-WA
You're the greatest!
Love You! -Blondie

GregThe past three years have been
the best, and I’m looking forward
to a wonderful future together.
I love you with all my head.
Forever yours- Kim

111 be your Valerrtine
LUW Y
As you wish!!

FLPPER (ANy best fnend & lover):
Arxtiher passionate playful year
awaits us! I Vve' you! your Kat
-ERICHAPPY VALENTWE'S DAY!
I LOVE YOU Soooo MUCH!
LOVE. KENDRA (the goot won)

Happy Valentines Day Dan
I Lova Youl
Cynthia

TO MY HAWAIIAN HONEY...
EARLENE
I LOVE YOU BABE
YOUR HAOLE B-FRIEND
M R M A LB U

Jeffrey R
Hey babe! Happy 3rd Anniversary!
Three years already can you
believe It? Its been great I
hope the future goes as weH.
Love ya lots! ^ n d i

Hey POOP; Just think, no more
dishes until Dec. Happy Birthday
aixf Valentines Day. I Love You!

Chds 8 . Thank U 4 the eki trtp,
rour blindfolded body m assages
u r a w izard w ^ o u r hartde) and
4 the patience a support u have
given nte. 1 LOVE BABY. Jen N.

i

BUNS

You’re the only valentine for me.
without you I wouldnl be here.
Just four rTKxe.

Ljove, BUNNY
PETE
E • My head travels a LONG
way to ye! Love Always. RB
KATE THE RENAISSANCE WOMANYO KATE THE GREAT...
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
LOVE
AJ

>* * S* »‘Ai

4I ^ •

f)
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R lC C I-W eVe been 2gether again
FAITHFULLY for 6 mo8. without A
MILLION TEARSiwe're a HARD HABIT
TO BREAK and YOU'RE ALL I NEED.
We’re apart, but YOU’RE THE
in s p ir a t io n and I HATE MISSING
YOU!**MUST BE LOVE**~‘K’

o
JVL-Happy Heart Day Mine Only
Beats fo r You All My Love* Peach

»)

P)

P)
P)
P)
P)
P)
P)

HI SW EETIE- ITS VALENTINES DAY
WHERE ARE YOU?l AND WHERES THE
QUEEN-SIZE BED?! LOVE YOU
BEYOND BELIEF AND YOU KNOW IT!
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!!!!

LISA
hudahuda
luv ya luv ya
QTII

CINDY F.

WILL YOU BE MY VALENTINE?!?
(HEE!HEE!)
YOU ARE THE BEST ROOMMATE EVER!GOWG ON OUR 3rd YEAR(mmph!mmph!)
K’s been just swell I tell yal
Total Funnnl?rrhanks for everythinglHAPPY V-DAYI Kath
(you finalty S|0 ( your
name in pnntllll)

NANCE YOU ARE THE GREATEST
GIRLFRIEND A GUY COULD HA/E
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY LOVE BRIAN
EARTH TO LADY M ’
EARTH TO LADY 'M'
RECALL THE OEM
YESTERYEAR..
ANO BEFORE...
TIME FROZEN STLL;
AWAITS YOUR W LL;
BE MY VALENTME
N THE LIFE..
•R'

JEN,

THANK YOU FOR 8AMMG ME FROM
THE LAROO BEAST. I AM FOREVER
GRATEFUL. LOO KM O FORtMARD TO A
W ONDERFUL FUTURE TOGETHER. YOU
ARE BEAUTIFUL ANO I LOVE YOU
VERY MUCHI

BETH- THANKS FOR LAST WEEKEND
AND D O NT FORGET TO WAX YOUR
SKLLSI HAPPY V-DAY! LUV BM

LOVE ALWAYS,
CHRIS

P)
Bill Nantomi
Roses are red vtoiets are blue
always thinking and lovirM you
I love you butthead love Kristin QTII

f)

MY

HAPPY VALENTWES DAY
I LOVE YOU!
YOUR HHH.CSO SEXY BABE
P S. I'D LOVE TO BE YOUR ASSISTANT!
AMANDA ROSES ARE BLACK
WHEN GIVEN TO YOU;
IF PEOPLE WERE FISH.
I’D THROW BACK YOU. H. MELVLLE

o.

W (X X )S K )E 406
YOU GUYS ARE THE QREATESTII
1 LOVE YOU!!
PETUNIA
CSS U MAKE ME W IMPERI JNN

MR WONDERFUL.
I LOVE YOU
LOVE, OUTE THING

BBB
TERI LOVE YOU SO MUCH'
SLOGOMZ; look so good In love
HAPPY V-DAY and many.many more to
cornel! Love You! SLOPOKY
JOE: DO YOU HAVE TIME FOR A
LITTLE FUN AND FROLIC
TONIGHT?'? YOUR GOOESS

P)
$

SEMINE FOREVER
ROB
APPLEGATE

BUB6LES-JELLYBEAN
I CANNOT BELIEVE HOW MUCH WE
ARE M LOVEMt FOREVER YOURS!!

STEVE, Even though
U R not here
with me today, your
love is
always in my heart.
Happy
Valentines Day & 4
month
Anniversary! Love al
ways, Romy

What would Id o
without you?!!!

Love, Tup

o

v à i
TAMMY BUROLA

Love you Don, Happy Anniversary

ÛjàÈ::^

§>

§>
§>
§>

SCHLEP:

Tharu tor making all my wi
ooma irua! I Lova You, W FN E R
GRUBBIE
Whaa Zln, hot tuba,
doorknoba. fuMmoor«.
sighs, I tovayous
DONNA

P

FRANCO

10680719
I’m glad wa arasad what Honda
did!iT l OVE YOU! P S. RrAaaHhh'll

P
Valantinaa Day
uzzy Baaw!

P

P
P
P
P

DEAR SEAN HAP VALS DAY! LUVU!
V W M ' I'M SO OLAO W E'RE H E R E Io va
A Foravar, CB(kissy.kiaay)

Lova Tigaroo

JENNIFERAJULIET y o u ENJOY THE
PAST WEEK OF FUNAGAMES W ITH A
SECRET SWEETHEART LIKE ME .WHAT
ELSE COULD YOU WANT-1 HOPE YOU
LIKED ALL OF IT-ITS BEEN FUN-PAUL

HAPPY V A LE N TIE S DAY

HAPPY V-DAY BOOPSIE CHEEKS'
1Lova your sacrats. your
tnaaky candy, your amstor ways,
and I lova you swaatia -LAMBCHOPS

LOVE ALWAYS
TRU ST

Hgyijl^Annhraraary Zanni

JASON.
I LOVE YOU W ITH ALL MY HEART'
YOU'RE MY VALENTINE FOR LIFE
LOVE. JANEANE

§>

Kag I Love you

O MY SW EET (W HO IS SO NEAT...)
you are better than all the cake
and cookias in the world
I LOVE YOU. M E.
P.S. HAPPY 3yrs. too!

ARCHAEO LO 
GIST

UTB

PAULIEN, IK HOUO VAN JOUl
I'm so happy that we are to get her
on this, our fourth Valentine's
Day. Looking forward to many more
I you sweetheart SCOTT

• I Í. i'â
'♦f' \***%
**/f

JO EYU
ITS YOUR BIRTHDAY
AND VALENTINES DAY TOO!
IM STILL HOT FOR YOUR BOD
AND THE REST OF YOU TOO!
LOVE YOU,BRIOGEY

CONGRATULATIONS HOMER!
HAPPY VALENTNE’S DAY LOVE ESTY

Gene Richardson Thank( ^
|
for
filling
^ my
_____
days with thouohts
ghtsof
(
.............
h predous
you,'my'nights
with
^
moments, and my heart with love
I will love you always. Laura

■

HAPPY VALENTMES DAY PEGGY'
I lova wortung with you I wwh
It could last toravar. 'Thankyou tor
your support and advna. but
moady tor your fnandahto
Thanks agam. LYSA.

o

JOHNKRUKAR
Happy Valanana s to my
favonia guy* I tova you'
•Tools

T-BONE,

Your M y Ona and O r^ Trua Lova'
Lova Always. Danny
TO MY DOUOR-SUCH A CUTIE
W LL YOU BE MY NALENTNE?
LOTS-N-LOTS BUNCHES-N-BUNCHES
TONS-N-TONS OF LOVE
CHRIS

Roaea ara rad, violats ara M ua
w hat would I do If I hadn't mat
youl Happy Valantina'a Day Poppyl
I LOVE YOUl Lova and K laaaa....
Your U ttia Stagoaaurus
'O'
Pamt
If I had a single flower for each
time Ive th o u ^ t ot you...l could
walk in my garden forever!
I Love you

Metynda...
HYSTERIA...whan you'ra near
Lova, Mark

Brerrt- Thanks for aH tr>a good
timas I tmss you! Lova- Rhondi

i

EVERYTHING
IN
STOCK!
Except Cold Medal service Ski Products
TAKE 20% OFF
SALE PRICES ON
ALL SALE ITEMS!

TAKE 20% OFF
CURRENT PRICES
ON ALL REGULAR
PRICED ITEMS!

m

IMPROVED COMPREHENSION
REDUCED EYE STRAIN
SUSTAINED READING

CALL NEURO VISION
(805) 543- 4118

DURING SALI 2 im u «
QUANTITY PRICINC
NOT IN iPPICT.

1411 Marsh St.»Suite 104«San Luis Obispo

H IR E A R E JU S T A PEW E X A M P LE S
E X E R C IS E

A T H L E T IC S H O ES
spodal Croup
MOfTt

^

Basketball Shoes ^$65
Special Croup
Menr« s womens

_

A th letic S h o e s. .^$50
Special Croup
Menfs t womenrs

Hi 10 P la t e ...............3.90
HO.
S«
S4.99 2 7 ee^td.
taxo
ixcel Brutus
B e n ch ................149.99 1 1 9 * *
M ladow
s
lejpac
»jpacMc
Deluxe
28.99 2 S
in o s e t.................................... 49.99 S 9 * *
ICS 500e

_

A th letic Shoes . . te$60
New Balance 990

Running Shoe . . $100
AM Current

34.99 2 7 **IK n io m e te r B ik e ...........149.99 1 1 9 **
CS SOOR
49.99 S 9 **'K n io m e te r B ik e ............. 199.99 1 S 9 * *

_______ mmm / ______ i

C A M P IN G

Baseball Shoes..........i* T R A

During sale two Item pricing not In effectSpeclal Croup

A T H L E T IC A P P A R E L
Men^ SpeeOo

Racing S u it........................ 12.99
womens Speedo

s w im s u it........................... 16.99
Running S u it .................... 89.99

Cagle Creek Daypacks
.19.99 1 5 * *
„ |AH Jansport
•r* Packs ..................... B X T R JI 2 0 % OHW
1 0 * * jw Body Clove
. ..^ a y p a c k s ............. B X T R JI 2 0 % OPP

71” .Sleeping B a g s .. . bxtrji 2 0 % OPP

RusseN

Pteece Short .................... 12.00
Perfection stretch

Fleece S h o r t .................... 23.00
Mens Tube Sock

6 P a « ........ ............................7.99

A T H L E T IC S

Letus be your
Valentine

TENNIS/COLF/RAQUETBALL

9«*!
ggM0íPf1nce
■ ® ^ Pro90 ................................ 29.99
gBp^Uktulon
^ jQ iiazarM Id ......................23.99

ig s e

Ptaade 584

^ D o z e n Pack ..................... 16.99
Spalding NBA

11**

______ Special Croup

Syn. B a s k e tb a ll............. 24.99
Rawlings NCAA

Syn. B asketb alls............. 19.99

19**|Raquet Clearancf........iXTRi
lAB CON

^

19**pags......... f j

AN StO#lE^

. .B X T R A

ontmT mcai

20% OPP

BasebaH B ats..........B X TR A 2 0 %

AN iaston

curnmr

Baseball Bats . . . B X TR A 2 0 %
Cycling Helm ets . B X TR A 20 % OPP
CU099NT P2IC98

AM BasebaN/softbaN

d o v e s .........................30%

e n n w rric —

90%

o m — wwg

FEB 14
ONLY

OFF

CURRENT PRICES

‘Com Medal Service ski Items wM not
be discounted during this sale

OuantWet I Urn (MWid to stoct onham] wt rotano tiwrtfht to rtfuMuttt tootaitrt vHa s Matttrcard accoptod

C

o p e l a n d ^ s

S

p

o

9 6 2 M o n te r e y
San Luis Obispo 543-3663
; - 3(

r t s

You’ll love us while we help you lose up to 25 pounds
in six short weeks on our nutritionally sound weightloss program. No shots, no drugs
and no hunger! Follow your heart
to Diet Center today for a free,
no-ohligation consultation.
We can change your life!
I'ht wei/(ht-ioii prf}fmiomUi.

Diet4M

Center

1504 Marsh, SLO
541-DIET
other locations:
Atascadero
Morro Bay
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Poly slugs Hayward in 3
straight over the weekend
By Dave Pagan
sta ll Writar

DARRELL MIHOflNustang Dally

Cal P oly's Brendan W alsh m akes a play at the net d uring Thursdays m atch
against Cal State Los A ngeles. The M ustangs won tw o out o f three m atches
over the weekend.

The Cal Poly baseball team
conducted a batting clinic for
Hayward State enroute to a 16-0
shelling during a doubleheader at
S in s h e im e r
S ta d iu m
th is
weekend.
Winning pitcher Greg Paxton
teamed with reliever Scott
Mollahan to throw a one-hitter
for the shutout win.
The Mustangs (3-2), played a
flawless game, hitting three
home runs and racking up 12 hits
while committing just two errors
to humiliate Hayward State.
Shortstop Bill Daly started the
scoring blitz by blasting a
three-run homer over the left
field wall in the fifth inning to
put the Mustangs up 9-0.

Male spikers move to 4-1
By Dave Pagan
Stall Writar___________

The Cal Poly men’s volleyball
club defeated visiting Santa
Clara University 13-15, 15-12,
15-4, 15-3 last Saturday, to boost
their record to 4-1.
Freshman sensation
Perry
Carter and hard-hitting Todd
Simms, led the Mustangs in kills.
The Mustangs dropped game
one after several interruptions by
the officials delayed the game.
Simms received a technical foul
for arguing with the officials
after they called the game over,
but then reversed the call after it
was determined that Santa C ara
had used too many substitutions.
The loss fired up the Mustangs
who took a quick 10-3 lead in the
second game, before more confu
sion between the referees caused
another delay in the game.
Santa Clara came back to
within three points before the
Mustangs put the game away
15-12.

The Mustangs never looked
back as they capitalized on
numerous Santa Clara errors to
win the next two games by
substantial margins dropping
Santa Clara to 2-2.
First-year Coach Mike Fit
zgerald has turned the Volleyball
Club around this year, making
them a legitimate force in their
conference. Fitzgerald is a former
coach at Pepperdine University,
where he starred as a player from
1981-85. Fitzgerald also plays
professional beach volleyball
when he isn’t coaching.
The team has started to show
some real promise over the last
few weeks, Fitzgerald said.
” We’re a good team that plays
well together,” Fitzgerald said.
“ We still need to improve on
some aspects of our game, as was
evident in the first game, but
overall, we have the ability to
win a lot of games.”
The Mustangs will take their
4-1 record on the road to Fresno
State for a match on Feb. 18.

Insufficient
evidence in
Uribe case

Mike Montrezza and Robert
Hale hit back-to-back homers in
the seventh inning to give the
Mustangs a 16-run bulge for the
final score.
In the second game of the
doubleheader, Dave Wilson pit
ched an outstanding game to
give the Mustangs their third
c o n s e c u tiv e
w in
a g a in s t
Hayward State.
Jared Snyder and Ron Crowe
both hit three-run homers on the
way to a 12-2 thrashing of
Hayward State.
The wins give the Mustangs a
needed boost after losing their
first two games against San Jose
State last weekend.
“ Any time you win three
games like we did, it gives the
team a lot of confidence,” Head

Coach Steve McFarland said.
The Mustangs started their
three game streak on Saturday,
when they beat Hayward 7-2.
Rich Sheppard led the team
with three hits and Pat Kirby hit
four RBI’s including a two run
homer to carry the Mustangs to
their first win of the season.
The three game series gave the
Mustangs a chance to try dif
ferent player co m b in atio n s
McFarland said.
“ The biggest plus of the games
was that they enabled me to give
a lot of freshmen a chance to play
in their first college game,”
McFarland said.
The Mustangs will now prepare
for a two game home stand
against Azusa Pacific Feb. 17 to
18.

Water polo club

Women win one

Stewart said.
While the Mustangs A-team
struggled, the B-team played
outstanding
throughout
the
tournament, losing only one
match during the weekend.
Jeanie Samson led the B-team
with eight goals, while Mary
Tennbrock scored seven goals
and Janet Roley scored six goals
to round out the team.
“ The B-team really played a
great tournament,” Stewart said.
The tournament was a success
for the Mustangs even though
they didn’t win it. Stewart said.
“ We gained some exposure and
made some money, so we are
happy about that.”
The tournament’s success was
due to tremendous fan support
and to the sponsors that provid
ed the money needed for the
event, club member Trina
Clayton said.

By Dave Pagan
Stall wm<«r

SA N TO
D O M IN G O ,
Dominican Republic (AP) — A
judge ruled on Monday that
there was insufficient evidence to
take San Francisco Giants
shortstop Jose Uribe to trial for
rape.
The Giants said in a news
release from San Francisco that
“ a blood test performed on the
woman also confirmed there was
no foundation for the charges
against Uribe.”
Judge Freddy Matos Nina
made the decision after question
ing Uribe for more than two
hours.
“ We are certainly happy that
Jose’s name has been cleared,”
Giants general manager Al
Rosen said.

The Cal Poly women’s Water
Polo Club A-team managed to
win only one match during their
first ever home tournament at
Sinsheimer Pool this weekend,
but the Mustangs were still
satisfied with the results.
The A-team finished the tour
nament 1-3, but scored more
goals than any other team
against tournament champion
UC Berkeley during a 15-7 loss.
Berkeley dominated the other
teams, going undefeated for the
tournament.
Kathleen O’Connell led the Ateam with eight goals for the
tournament.
“ The A-team played well, but
the other teams were very tough
opponents,” Head Coach Jamie

^T1 Give You
Something To
Write Home About
Valentine^s Day

R ’ E ' S ' T ' A ' U ' R A ' N T

(This Event Lasts All Week)

If you’ve always warned to get

We currently have opportunities in:

away for the Summer.
Disney land can offer you the

•
•
•
•

experience of a lifetime. We
currently have excellent op
portunities throughout the
Magic Kingdom for bright and
enthusiastic individuals. YmiH enjoy all the benefits
of working at Disneyland including;

^

Speciality Coffee
• (kx)d Money—Earn up to $5.25 per hour

^

Special Cheesecakes

^

Feature O f The Week

TropicaV'Passion" Salad

• Fun After-Work Activities

You must be at least 17 years
old and fully available to work through the end of
the Summer. Housing will be available.
Get ready to make some memories this Summer.
All interested inàviduals should plan on attending
an evening orientation prior to the interview.
Please see your Student Placement Center for

• Lasting Friendships

more information and sign-ups.

You will also be able to experience all the great

ON-CAMPIS INTERVIEW’S

things Southern California has to offer-from the
beaches and mountains to the exciting city life.

Tuesday, February 28,1989

Tuesday February 14 thru Friday February 17
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Food Service
Merchandising
.Attractions
Custodial
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Police ask Congress for assault rifle ban
W ASHINGTON
(A P)
—
Declaring that the nation’s
streets “ are becoming a combat
zone,” police urged Congress on
Friday to ban assault rifles like
the one used to kill five children
last month in a California
playground.
“ The police of America are
pleading with you — my guys are
pleading with you,” Los Angeles
police Chief Daryl F. Gates told a
Senate Judiciary subcommittee
as it opened hearings on assault
rifles.
The session was designed to
spotlight a bill introduced by
Sien. Howard M. Metzenbaum,
D-Ohio, that would ban the sale
of .\K-47s, Uzis and other
military-style, semiautomatic ri
fles as well as sinister-looking,
round-drummed shotguns that
fire 12 blasts in three seconds.
Metzenbaum told the commit
tee that the California episode
showed that the AK-47 was not

Announcing the

$ 1.59

OPENING
of
AlphaGraphics
Printshop« O f The Future

per 6-pack

158 H iguera Street
546 - 0704
Store Hours
Mon.-FrI.: 8 :X a m .-6:00 p.m.
Saturday; 10.00 a m. - 2.00 p.m.

ALL FLAVORS
SLICE INCLUDED

PRESENT THIS COUPON FOR

$ 1.00 OFF

Good thru Feb 18
It HSII4IM»S

Any Dupllcatirtg Order
o f $10.00 or m ore

fii

(Thk ofr«r a p p lM to m od o«d»«t •
ptM M C Bkfordotoli
Ono coupon p«« oidor. ptooM )

S)«\SI I

Open Until 10 pm
7 Days a Week

Offor good onty at the
168 hUguera Street store.

L

Ortot MptTM 3/4T89
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‘Gang mem bers love these weapons because in
their drive-by shootings they d o n ’t have to be
m arksm en, they d o n ’t have to be sportsm en, all
they have to do is spray.’
— L.A . Police Chief Daryl Gates
meant for use “ in a duck blind.”
“ We know of only one instance
in which this was used for hun
ting,” he said. ‘‘When a
psychopath in California went
hunting school children.”
In the Jan. 17 incident, a
gunman opened fire with an
AK-47 on 400 children in the
playground outside Cleveland
Elementary School in Stockton,
Calif.
Five children died and 29 were
wounded as well as one teacher,
before the gunman took his own
life.

Hush fell on the hearing as
Lori Mackey, a teacher at the
Stockton school, told how she
and her pupils huddled on their
classroom floor as shots crackled
across the schoolyard and the
shadow of the gunman, Patrick
Edward Purdy, crossed back and
forth across their window.
“ We hoped that he would not
notice that we were there and
that he would maybe think that
we were at recess too,” she said.
S in ce
th e n ,
she
sa id
nightmares and fear of strangers
have plagued her pupils and she

has become distrustful and
winces at unexpected sounds.
The outspoken Gates, however,
who claims authorship of the
SWAT team concept, brushed
aside the suggestion that legisla
tion banning assault weapons
would also prevent hunters from
keeping their semiautomatic ri
fles.
“ It seems to me that we’re
smart enough to do It,” Gates
said.
He said lawmen can tell the
difference. “ I can tell you
because I’ve had two police of
ficers killed w ith assau lt
weapons.”
“ Gang members love these
weapons because in their driveby shootings they don’t have to
be marksmen, they don’t have to
be sportsmen, all they have to do
is spray,” the chief said. He add
ed that he is getting “ pretty fed
up with handing out flags to
widows and little kids.”

Proposed cuts threaten crime program
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Gov. George Deukmejian recent
ly commended the state Fair
E m ploym ent
and
H ousing
Commission’s educational efforts
on crimes involving bigotry, and
called on Californians to join
those efforts. They’d better
hurry.
Two weeks before Deukmejian
issued his proclamation, he pro
posed budget cuts that, accor
ding to the FEHC’s staff direc
tor, would scale back or eliminate
the new program to combat hate
crimes.
‘‘If the budget cuts go
through, I think we’re going to
have to rethink how to approach
that (project),” said Steven
Owyang, the commission’s exec
utive and legal affairs secretary.
“ The timing of this (budget pro
posal) is unfortunate.”
Owyang said a planned film for
prosecutors, local human rela

tions commissions and the public
on the little-used state law
against hate crimes would almost
certainly be scrapped.
He said the FEHC might have
to abandon the entire educational
program and devote its resources
to individual complaints of job
and
housing discrim ination,
because the budget cuts would
eliminate three of the commis
sion’s five lawyers.
Calvin Smith, a program
budget manager in Deukmejian’s
Finance Department, expressed
surprise Friday at Owyang’s
assessment of the budget cuts.
“ It was not the intent in
reducing these attorneys to
reduce the public awareness pro
grams of the commission,” Smith
said. “ Unless I don’t understand
how they use their staff, (the at
torneys) are not really involved
in this activity.”

Deukm ejian’s
proclamation
Jan. 24, one of many such docu
ments his office issues, noted
that California’s Ralph Civil
Rights Act “ provides for all citi
zens to be free from violence or
intimidation because of their
race, color, religion or other per
sonal differences.”
He cited the commission’s ef
f o r t s to in c re a s e p u b lic
awareness of the law and its
principles, and encouraged all
Californians to increase their
knowledge of the Ralph Act “ and
participate in the observance of
the act with the Fair Employ
ment and Housing Commission
on the occasion of their 30th an
niversary.”
The 30th anniversary was also
marked ' by the 1989-90 budget
p ro p o sal
th a t
D eukm ejian
unveiled Jan. 10, which would
reduce the commission’s funding
by $204,000, to $713,000.

Escaped jewel thief strikes in Chicago
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W o u ld ‘m a k e h is lif e ’ to b e o n 10 M o s t W a n te d L ist
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) —
An escaped convict who has
made a career out of jewel heists
and kept a picture of himself
posing in front of the FBI’s
“ most wanted” posters may
have committed another holdup,
authorities said.
Michael Taylor, 35, is the
target of a nationwide manhunt
since escaping from the Orange
County Jail here in November.
Authorities say Taylor has
stolen as much as $2 million in
jewels from Southern California
jewelers since 1987. He favors
three-piece suits as a robbery
uniform and full-sized American
cars for his getaway vehicle.
He and an accomplice are be
lieved to have stolen about
$450,000 in jewels from a store in
his native Chicago last week.
“ He is not an emotional rob

ber,” said Jack Price, owner of
Designer Jewelers Inc. in Hun
tington Beach where $450,000 in
gems was taken last year.
“ It’s a business for him,” Price
said. “ I was in the Army
Rangers in Vietnam, and we were
taught to do everything click,
click, click; he was that kind of
methodical. He knew what he
was doing, and was good at it.”
Authorities say Taylor hung a
photo of himself posing in front
of a billboard listing the FBI’s 10
most wanted fugitives in his
Puget Sound home, where
authorities found stolen rubies
sprinkled on the bottom of an
aquarium.
“ It seemed like it would make
his life to be on that 10 most
wanted list,” said Newport
Beach police Detective John
Desmond.

Four other inmates rappelled
down the jail wall from a rooftop
recreation area with Taylor. One
man fell and was recaptured im
m ed iately . A nother turned
h im self in a fte r spending
Thanksgiving with relatives and
two other men were captured.
Authorities believe Taylor
masterminded the Nov. 20
escape. He was told he faced up
to 40 years for the Southern
California robberies, as well as
charges in 10 other armed rob
beries.
Taylor, who also escaped from
the state prison in Chino in 1975,
is not known to have shot anyone
in the holdups, although he is
always armed, authorities said.
“ You’ve got a potentially dan
gerous person — there’s no doubt
about it,” said Huntington
Beach Detective Tom Gilligan.

WANTED!!
TEACHEIR CANDIDATES! to attend
Tulare-Kings Counties

T E A C H E R R E C R U IT IN G F A IR
Feb. 24,1989 • 3KM) pan. • 8KM) p.m.
Feb. 25,1989 ■9KK) a.m. - 3KK) p.m.

VISALIA CONVENTION CENTER
303 East Aoequia
V isalia, C aliforn ia

For more inform ation <»11:
Glen Lewis (209) 733-0303
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Classified
Don't miss Michael Duchene and
Debbie Owlett from FRITO-LAY
this Tues. 11:00AM Arch 225.
All welcome to attend! Elections
of AMA officers next Tuesday!____________

ACCOUNTING CLUB
MEETING
TUES AT 11:00 RM 02-214

Scotty with the body
I love you, I really do
Get the due?
Love, Juicy Thighs
TEST TAKING SKILLS SEMINAR
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 14TH 11AM-12PM
CHASE HALL ROOM 104 756-1256
Yo Bubba!
Catch the programs for Wbmen's
week, thru Feb 17. It's
stuff. Schedules at the lU Info
Desk. See ya!

CHI EPSILON

JEWISH

STUDENTS ATTENTION
JEWISH CULTURAL CLUB MEETINGS
EVERY TUES AT 6PM IN UU217
MEET OTHER JEWISH STUDENTS AND
HELP PLAN SOCIAL & CULTURAL
EVENTS FOR INFO CALL MIKEY X3437

Tues 2/14 Chicken Dinner 6:00pm
At the House
Thurs 2 /1 6 ........
Sat 2 /1 8 ........
Tues 2/22 Rib Dinner 6:00pm
At the House
Wsd 2/23 Snx)ker 7:00pm
Coat & Tie At the House
Thurs 2/24 Interviews
(Invito Only)

1439 Phillips Ln
For info or rides call 543-9652_______

Speaker from Chevron

Everyone is invited to attend
Thurs. 2/16 11am Bldg 13-118

PHI KAPPA PSI
SPRING RUSH

ALPHA GAMMA RHO
Spring Rush 1989
2-12 Meet the Fraternities
at Dexter Lawn
2-13 Dinner. Introd. & Icebreaker
2-14 Dinner and Games Night
2-15 Tri-tip Pop/Son Night
2-16 Dinner and Smoker
2-17 Little Sister/Crush Social

All avarila at 132 Calif Blvd
544-8919
‘Building a Better
Agrtcultura Today'

Rush
ALPHA EP8N.ON Pf
Tues. 14 Crest Pizza Party, meet
at house 7;00pm
Thurs. 16; AEPi Open house, 7:00pm
coat and tie please
Fri 17: Party-Black&White attire
at house 8;00pm
Sun.19: Barbeque 5:30pm house
Tues.21: Spaghetti Dinner 6:30pm
at house
W M .22; interviews.by appointment
Fri.24: invitation only party
at the house

Challerfge Your

Are You a Brother or a Beaat?
Brain Cells
Wbmen's Week is for eve^one Get
schedules at the UU Info Desk.
Through Feb 17 Bo there!
If you are interested in workir>g
with senior citizens call Sam at
543-2891 and ask about Adopt-agrandparent! Mslunteering makes
you feel great!

TKE RUSH

Tue 2/14 BBO & Beverages.6:00
1681 Phillips Lane
Wbd 2/15 Coots Casino night
Motel lnn.2223 Monterey
Fri. 2/17T E K E T O G A 8 00
388 Chaplin

RUSH TEKES...
NO QUTS...NO GLORY...

Loving Aussie/Goiden needs good
home.8mths.male.call 549-8M 2

M ustang D aily
C lassifieds

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U U INFO DESK
THE ADS WAL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM
POPSICLE STICK BRIDGE CONTEST
UU PLAZA TUES FEB 21. AT 11 00
Pnzes awarded for 1st, 2nd, 3rd
Rules available outside Civil
Engineering office (BLDG 13)_________
STUDENT CALIF TEACHERS ASSOC.
IS organizing a chapter at Cal
Poly Fmd out hoe you can ¡om
this pre-professional organiza
tion that serves students who
want to teach* Meet on Tues.
F ^ _ M at 6pm m BAAE 203
WkNT TO BE A SENATOR’ ?
School of Engr has opening until
next elections Must have 2.3 gpa
Apps in Deans office, due 2-21

3rd clue You played Paul Revere
late at night, ^ rode on to
campus Having fun y t? ___________

BOOBOO
HAPPY V.D
LOVE, KECH

CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS
FEB 14TH, 21 ST, 28TH 3-5PM
JESPERSEN HALL 756-2511
"M ust Attend all three sessions**

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEWLY
INITIATED WOMEN OF

ALPHA OMICRON PI,
ALPHA PHI and
<«IR Iia K APPA

LOVE. THE BROS OF LAMBDA CHI

Planned Parenthood of SLO
177 Santa Rosa 549-9446
FOR WOMEN AND MEN;
Confidential, affordable
reproductive health care

SAE RUSH SPRMG 1989 SCHEDULE

FEB.16 SLDESHOW
MONDAY CLUB 1815 MONTEREY ST.

FEB.21 MARCI GRAS
ODDFELLOWS HALL 520 DANA ST

FEB.22 GUEST MTERVIEWS UU 219

PF R 9^1 QiAOI^PD

FEB.2S EXCHANGE WITH SIGMA K.

DELTA CHI

SPRMG RUSH CONTMUESI
WED IS BACHELOR PARTYI
8 00PM at Crest Pizza
House-555 Ramona. Info Call549-9649

DELTA TAU RUSH

MONDAY mash-army attire 8:00
TUESDAY srr>oker-coat&tie 7:00
THURSDAY barbeque 6 30
FRDAY toga ram or shine 8:00
SUNDAY softbaH-CuestaPark12 00
TUESDAY pokerr>ight-invite or>ly
events wiN be at 71 Paiamar
for mfo call Steve Sherr 543-9222

All Night Events Begin at 7pm
For Info or Rides
Call Roger at 541-1417

THETA CHI
RUSH
2/14 Houaa Tours/atrippars 7:30pm
2/15 TrLUp BBQ/GamIng Night ip m
2/17 The Only Real TGIF 3pm
All avanta ara at the
Stay tunad for naxt r

ATTENTION TENNIS PLAYERS
DESIGN-YR-SWEATS
GREEK LETTERS
SLK SCREEN»4G
5-6 DAY SERVICE
contact cal poly representatives
Kerne Whitelaw 546-0332

Ree Sports is holding a tanrvs
tournament Fn & Sat the 17&18th
at the Cal Poly Tiennis Courts. You
and your favorite partner Sign up
at Ree Sports before the 17th or
call us at 756-1366 see you there

75 Chevy Blazer 4x4 Cnvertbl
Runs Grt $3500 obo 541-9220 ev.

NUTRITION WITH A CHINESE TW IST
Herbs, fat mngmt. Beauty, Bus.OPT
Meeting Sat nites/Carole 541-6847

Female roomate wanted 4 spr, own
room inci utilities$275-546-9019_______

BU8MES8 OPPORTUNrTY FOR ALL
STUDENTS
Branch management positions
available in your hometown during
the summer.Eam ^-15,000.an d
gam valuable business exper
ience. No investment required. Act
now! Call Student Painters for
more information 1-800-426^441_________

EXPO ’89

IF YOU ARE MTERESTED N BECOMMG
A RESIDENT ADVISOR IN ONE OF THE
CAL POLY RESOENCE HALLS. JO N US
AT ONE OF THE FOLLOW NG INFORMA
TION SESSIONS.
Fabruary 14 Happy Valentine's Day
February 157 p.m. Tnnity H all9p.m . Fremont
Hall
February 16 7 p.m. Sierra Madre Hall 9 p.m.
Muir HaU
LAST CHANCE SESSION
Tuesday. February 28 7p.m . Yosemite Hall
IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE N FO RM ATION.
CALL THE RESOENT STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE AT 756-3396___________
Landscape Maintenance Aide
Fridays 7:00-3 00 $6Hr Must Have
clean driving Record.Lm exp pref
and good with people call:
541-6751_____________________________

Wbutd you kke to work with kids
In the High Sierras this summer
Write-Boo Stem 4009 Sheridan Ct
Auburn. Ca 95603 (916) 823-9280

BISHOP HAMBURGER
Now Hiring for fuli or
part time positions.
Flexible hours.
Apply in person at:
1491 Monterey SLO.

Need female roommate own room for
237.50 and 150 deposit water and
trash paid dose to Cal Poly not
furnished can move in dunng Spri
ng break call Eddie 544-9572
to take over my lease starting
spring quarter. Share room in
furnish^ apartment, very dose
to Poly. All utilities irid u d ^
except phone and electneity.
Contact Kristin Davis 541-0454____________

WE NEED ROOMMATES
543-4950

FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12
MONTH LEASE 543-1452_______________
Our STUDIOS ara next to Cal Poly,
quiet.fully furnished induding
microwaves, and reasonably priced
at $390/m o..They'ra filling fast
so call tor mora info 543-4950____________
OWN RM HOUSE CLOSE TO TOWN W /D
GARAGE AMML NOW FUN CLEAN M/F
543-4846.

AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE ^FO RM ATIO N PACKET
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 5 4 V ^ 2 _

__

STUDENTS NEEDED TO WORK IN AM
VO E O PRODUCTION POOL ON AN
AS-NEED BASIS EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED. BUT NOT NECESSARY.
D EPEND SAITY A MUST'
APPLICATIONS TAKEN N
BAAE- RM 25 FROM 8 TO NOON_________
WEEKEND RADIO ANNOUNCER
KWSP-FM NEEDS PART TIME ON AIR
ANNOUNCERS CALL 436-3221 NOW '

Male roomate wanted Spr Otr share
rm 199/mo. near Poly 541-9282___________

VwfVNNv rOOfiMNw

SUMMER JOBS/INTERNSHIPS
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
c o - o p s x : a r e e r p o s it io n s
FEB. 27, CHUMASH 9:30-1:30.___________

Optometrist Looking for frame Sty
list Will tram you for this rewa
rdmg but demandmgCareer positio
n.Must love people.be conscientio
us and enthusiastic for this full
time position Send Resume to Box
6040.LOS Osos 93412 Thanks

GIANT ROOM FOR RENT IN HUGE H O u W l
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS!$230ea to
share plus util, wash/dry, cable
Fun roommates, great view! CALL
KIM OR JODY 543-7258 or
PAT 544-0690 or 544-4735_______________

BU'7NG A HOUSE OR CONDO’ For a
FREE LIST of all the least
expensive houses & condos for sale
m SLO CALL Steve Nelson 543-8370
arxl leave message.Farrell Smyth.Inc
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Business

Directory
Central Coast Schoola 4SI-4222
Real Estate Licensing

Computer Training 4S1-4222
Wbrdstar/Wp State app now reg

HELIUM BALLOON PKGS. 543-3103
50 Balloons & Up rental ind

~ IFC RUSH
RUSH CARDS
ON SALE

NOW

I LUV U POGO

My rose in CSC Bldg
Wanna play’
A member of Rusty’s Club

Dessert with the Brothers
Bachelor Party - a must see
Comedy night (700pm)at house
Sports BBO (lO O f^ )
Dinner and Smoker (600pm)
For ride or info call 543-9818

MONDAY CLUB 1815 MONTEREY ST

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Spring Rush

Kelly^

13
14
15
20
21

FEB.1S CASABLANCA:CASINO NIGHT

THROUGH FEB 17
IN UU 11-1

JEFF ALLEN;HAPPY VALENTME'S
DAY! LOVE ALWAYS, SWEETNESS

RUSH DELTA SIGMA PHI
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB

ODDFELLOWS HALL 520 DANA ST.

Happy Valentinea Day!
TRACY CHRISTENSEN
Lova, ERICH

Happy Valentine's Day
Forever Yours, Yaki

House address:280 Calif. Blvd.
For info call S41-9746or543-3939_______

PAPER CHASE W ORD PROCESSING
CALL KAREN AT 544-2692

Comedy Night. Mon 2/13/89
at the house 7:00P.M
The Lambda Slxie Show W bd.2/15/89
at the Monday Club Located at
1815 Monterey St. at 7:00P.M
Caribbean Cruise Night Thurs
2/16/89 Meet at the house 6 00PM
TGIF Party. Fri.2/17/89 at 3 00
P M at the house
Ricci's Italian Dinner, Tues
2/21/89 at 7:00P M at the house
Casual Night. Wbd 2/22/89
Starling at 6 30P M at the house
House Address
1617 Santa Rosa St.
San Luis Obispo
544-9913

ASI Films Presents

WIZARDS
Wbd 2/15, 7 & 9 00
Chumash $1.75

TUNAGE, SLO'S FINEST SELECTION
OF MUSIC FOR DANCES, PARTIES &
GREEKS FREEBIRD SOUND 541-2401.

GOLD BRACELET LOST on campus
REWkRD call Deirdre 543-2855
SAPPHIRE RING LOST FRI 2-3-89
4-prong gold mount-of great
sentimental value REWARD
CALL 544-9176
SHEPHERD PUP APPRX 4 MONTH
RED BANDANA. FOUND ON CAMPUS
466-5129

'81 CAPRI HTCHBK/LVRS,6-CYL.AT
PS.PB.AC.ORIG OWNR.XLNT.STEREO
CASS $32S0.X2783day7732037EVE___
4 Original wheels from '87
Mustang 5.0 w/^5-490VR15 Gators
Fits other Fords $150obo 549-8148
GRAPHIC/SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR
(SHARP) Never used* $110
Call Susan x3471
MAC SE 2-800k Drives.20 MEG HD.
and 1 MEG Ram W / EXT.KEYBD and
Imagewriter LQ. Less than 1mo Old
$3900Dollars Call Anytime. Steven
at 541-8441_________________________
Macintosh 512K expanded memory
with software 929-3920 Beth 8to5

WE LL BRING THE PARTY MACHINE
TO YOU!

T-Shirts for dubs/special events

Callfomla style CHEESECAKE
IS for sale by the slice in the
dairy section at the campus store
Vanilla.Chocolate.Cherry.Amaretto

THE BODY FIRM Personalized
weight-loss programs 546-8278.

ELECTROLYSIS 544-3396 Olanda
for permanent hair removal

UNIVEGA 12 '^ P E E D . $75 OLYMPUS^
POCKET 35-MM CAMERA $35 STEW
541-4596__________________________
Wbmens size 6 Heierling ski boots
XLNT cor>dit.warm/comfortable.
steal at $40. Call Tracy 543-7039

'79 SUZUKI 08425 WITH HELMET,
DO YOU WANNA DANCE7I
CALL KCPR AT 544-4640 AND

MK SPOT SCREEN PRttlTMQ 543-7991

GLOVES AND HANDBCKIK $350
543-9178________________________
YAMAHA RAZZ Great Shape runs
super $500 or BO 546-0608 Ivmsg

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSMQ 11.50
double-spaced page Marcy 541-4214

DON'T WORRY BE H A PPYlU t me do your
typing.O i campus PUADel 481-6976
FAST SERVICE-EXP.TYPIST $1 50/bg
SR PROJECTS & MORE 541-0168 (^hria

RESUMES, Senior Projects S Moral
Laser Printer - Laura-549-8966

SR. PROJECTS A MASTERS THESES
Linda Black 466-0667/541-3883.

«t ‘ t
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IRA_____________
OPEN TO
MIDNIGHT
M ON - THURS
FRIDAYS TO 6:00
SATURDAYS
10:00 TO 5:00

Your FuU-Sexvlce COPY a n d GRAPHICS C e n ter
PRINT-QUALITY COPIES
TYPESEHING
RESUMES
STATS & M o r e . ..

SELF-SERVE

MACS
$ 6 .0 0 /h r
Laser Prints 35C

FOOTHILL PLAZA • 775 FOOTHILL BLVD • SAN LUIS OBISPO • 544-3625

From page 1
Currently, the largest reci
pients of IRA funding are
athletics, music and agricultural
judging.
In order to determine what
groups will not receive funding,
the board will have to re-evaluate
what groups are being funded,
and decide whether or not they
qualify for IRA funding as set
forth by the Chancellor’s Office.
“ Groups will be under a more

strict interpretation o f the
criteria, and if they d o not fit,
they could be let go,” said Tuite.
However, groups w ill be
assured funding through the end
of this academic year, he added.
The board is not supportive of
across-the-board c u ts , which
would reduce all the groups sub
sidies, because it w ould bring
everyone down, instead o f easing
the financial crunch by letting a
few groups go, said Tuite.

BLAKELY
From page 1

“ My colleagues have been very
professional,” he said. “ That’s
one of the things that if you’re
successful in politics, you have to
be able to disagree without being
disagreeable.”
Last week, Blakely resigned
from his teaching position at
Atascadero Junior High School,
ending a year’s leave of absence.
Part of the leave agreement, he
said, was that he would resign if
elected to office.
Blakely said he also used his
resignation to eliminate “ any

specter of conflict of interest”
with issues pertaining to the
Atascadero schools and to end
his contract so a full-tim e,
tenured employee could be hired.
America has adopted a Mary
Poppins syndrome in believing
those who hold public office have
lived untarnished lives, he said.
“ We’d like to believe that we
don’t have pimples an d warts in
our elected officials, that they’re
perfect and they’re ab o v e it,” he
said. “ Unfortunately, there’s not
too many o f those people
around.”

RAPE
From page 1

help to defend women but said
civil court is not the place to
fight such battles. He said
defendants in rape cases who be
lieve they have been wrongly ac
cused should seek redress in
criminal court, where perjury
charges could be filed.
But he said that because of the
different evidence requirements

in civil and criminal courts, the
wrongly accused have a better
chance of winning in civil court.
In criminal courts, prosecutors
must prove a defendant’s guilt
beyond a shadow of a doubt —
sometimes difflcult to do in rape
cases, especially those involving
date rape. In civil courts, the on
ly
requirement
is
a
“ preponderance of evidence.”

VALENTINES
FLOWERS
in front of the

CAMPUS STORE
FRO M 11 A M TO 3 PM
PLUS A VARIETY OF GIFTS A LR EA D Y W RAPPED!
K M 'N m tin s

BROUGHT TO YOU BY CAL POLY PLANT AND FLORAL
CAMPUS STORE HOURS - OPEN UNTIE 10 PM 7 DAYS A WEEK

